
Base

#FFFFFF #000000

Gray

#FCFCFD #F9FAFB #EAECF0 #475467 #344054 #1D2939 #101828

Primary colors

#E9E2DA D7C3AD #E0DBAF #7D6C6A #B3B099 #DBD7BD

Alerts/error

#FFFBFA #FEF3F2 #FEE4E2 #FECDCA #FDA29B #F04438 #F97066

Alerts/Success

#F6FEF9 #ECFDF3 #D1FADF #A6F4C5 #6CE9A6 #32D583 #12B76A

Secondary colors

Along with primary colors, it's helpful to have a selection of secondary colors to use in components such as pills, 

alerts and labels. These secondary colors should be used sparingly or as accents, while the primary color(s) 

should take precendence.

Warm Gray

Can be swapped with the primary gray color.

#F6F6F6 #E3E3E3 #D6D3CF #BDB9B3 #8E8C87 #6A6A6A

Teal

#F6FEFC #F0FDF9 #CCFBEF #99F6E0 #5FE9D0 #2ED3B7 #15B79E

Green

#E1E6C5 #D9F4AD #CCE89F #5D6433 #89A163 #5F5E33 #6C7453

Colors

Primary colors

These are the main colors that make up the majority of the colors used in the design system.
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About the product

About the product

Nescafe Dolce Gusto Genio S Plus Red - Automatic capsule coffee machine for 
preparing Dolce Gusto drinks.

Independently measures the amount of water to prepare a portion.

The compact and advanced  Dolce Gusto GENIO S PLUS capsule coffee maker  prepares 
professional-quality coffee with a rich, velvety foam in less than 30 seconds.

Combined with a high-pressure system that creates professional-quality coffee, this 
machine is an eye-catcher, turning coffee making into something much more.

Customize your favorite drinks, hot or cold, with style - from espresso and coffee to 
cappuccino and latte macchiato. Whatever you choose, the result will be professional 
quality coffee thanks to the high pressure system (up to 15 bar).
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CAPPUCINO
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1 86,00$
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TASTY200$

Buondi
8   intensive

200$

RISTRETTO BARISTA
9   intensive

200$

cAPPUCCINO

CA
PS

UL
ES

 CARAMEL

The modern cafe menu is now at home
Black or with milk, hot or cold - it's up to you. With 
NESCAFE Dolce Gusto you have a personal coffee 
shop in the comfort of your home. Enjoy your favorite 
drinks prepared in a matter of seconds and find out 
why this universal system for preparing different 
drinks is number 1 in the world.

COMF
ORT

Bestsellers 

200$

INFINISSIMA
black

200$

PICCOLO XS BY KRUPS
black

200$

genio s plus
black

200$

genio s plus
red

GET YOUR FAVORITE 
COFFEE JUST THE WAY 

YOU LIKE IT


Combine flavors, choose your favorite capsules, save time 

and relax with the help of our coffee machines
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Type of coffee used:capsules



Capsule types:Dolce Gusto
 

NescafePower:1500 W



Pressure:15 bar



Water tank volume:0.8



 lFunctions and capabilities:auto shutdown



Adjustments:drink volume



Control:mechanical



Color:red



Dimensions:273 × 112 × 286 mm



Weight:1.9 kg 

characteristics
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genio s plus
black

200$

PICCOLO XS BY KRUPS
black

similar products


Delivery by Nova Poshta courier



Pickup from postal operators' offices



Average delivery time 2 days



Payment. Payment upon receipt of goods



Guarantee. Exchange/return of goods within 14 days 

Carrier tariff

Average delivery time 2 days

About the product

Nescafe Dolce Gusto Genio S Plus Red - Automatic capsule coffee machine for 
preparing Dolce Gusto drinks.

Independently measures the amount of water to prepare a portion.

The compact and advanced  Dolce Gusto GENIO S PLUS capsule coffee maker  prepares 
professional-quality coffee with a rich, velvety foam in less than 30 seconds.

Combined with a high-pressure system that creates professional-quality coffee, this 
machine is an eye-catcher, turning coffee making into something much more.

Customize your favorite drinks, hot or cold, with style - from espresso and coffee to 
cappuccino and latte macchiato. Whatever you choose, the result will be professional 
quality coffee thanks to the high pressure system (up to 15 bar).

Description

AUTOMATIC TECHNOLOGY

Insert the capsule of your choice, customize your drink using the Play & Select 
function, your MINI ME automatically interrupts coffee delivery according to the 
parameters you set.

MAX. 15 BAR PRESSURE

The high pressure system (up to 15 bar) will allow you to get high-quality coffee and 
rich and velvety crema (foam).

SMART CAPSULE

With our hermetically sealed capsules that keep your coffee fresh, you can taste the 
rich aroma in your cup every time.

HIGH QUALITY BEANS

Enjoy more than 30 high-quality coffee creations: from intense Espresso and delicious 
Lungo to creamy Cappuccino, Latte, hot chocolate and a variety of teas.

HOT AND COLD DRINKS

Your Mini Me is so versatile that it makes it easy to make delicious and cold drinks.
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Payment upon receipt of goods

The cost of cash on delivery is paid separately, according to the carrier’s tariff
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653,6 $

The order is confirmed

By comfirming the order,I accept the terms
 provisions on the collection and protection of 

personal dat
 user argeement 
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   according to carrier tariffs

653,6$
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Coffee machines
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Coffee capsules

ESPRESSO & LUNGO

NESQUIK ®

CAFÉ AU LAIT

LATTE & CAPPUCCINO
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